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Abstract: A new concept of spatial density network Voronoi diagram was proposed base of spatial density Voronoi diagram. And a discrete construction algorithm for spatial density network Voronoi diagram was presented. Results Spatial
density can be used to indicate factors related to density such as conveyance and the traffic conditions. Some properties of
spatial density network Voronoi diagram were also introduced. In accordance with discrete construction method, achieved
the construction of spatial density network Voronoi diagram. Spatial density network Voronoi diagram is a developed
density Voronoi diagram. It both perfected the theory about Voronoi diagrams, and extended the range of applications of
Voronoi diagrams. So the study of spatial density Voronoi diagram is of great importance both in theory and practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When a set of a finite number of points are given in the
Euclidean space, the plane are divide into several regions,
and Voronoi diagram is the collection of which. Fig. (1) give
us a planar ordinary Voronoi diagram with 13 generator
points. In 1908, Russian mathematician Georgy Fedoseevich
Voronoi defined and studied the general n-dimensional case
Voronoi diagrams and discussed the concept of Voronoi diagram historically and geometrically [2]. Voronoi diagrams
have been widely applied to space partition problems in
various disciplines, from astronomy to geography to zoology. According to statistics, research of Voronoi diagrams
involves more than twenty domains and has a widespread
influence in the world [3]. Recent application examples of
Voronoi diagrams include Voronoi-based cellular automata
[4], 3-D adaptive tomography in geophysical prospecting
[5], Nicholson, Cua, and Satriano et al. studied earthquake
distribution analysis and early warning in 2000, 2004, and
2006 respectively [6-8]. Meguerdichian et al. applied Voronoi diagrams to exposure analysis of wireless sensor network
in 2001 [9]. In 2004, Subbeya et al. constructed reservoir
modeling in petroleum exploitation [10]. Greco and Nelson
et al. put forward environmental risk assessment and remote
sensing mapping accuracy assessment with Voronoi diagrams in 2005 [11, 12]. In 2006, Costa, Kolingerova´ and
Zalik biological applied Voronoi diagrams to structure characterization and domain boundary reconstruction for point
datasets [13, 14].
In geophysics, real-time risk analysis for earthquake
early warning was discussed where magnitude estimation is

performed via the Bayesian approach, and the earthquake
localization is based on the Voronoi cells [15]. In geography,
some of the early applications of Voronoi diagrams in market area analysis can be dated back to the 18th century [16,
17]. Economic geography and urban geography problems are
major application areas of Voronoi diagrams in geography,
for example, modeling retail trade areas [18] and solving
locational optimization problems [19].
However, all kinds of Voronoi diagrams developed in
Euclidean space. In fact, in many practical applications, the
space is not ideal as Euclidean space. Spatial density also
plays an important role. To take city Voronoi diagram for an
example. The time from one point to another, relates either
to the distance between the two points or the means of conveyance and the traffic. The traditional Euclidean space
could not indicate those important points. In 2012, the
conception of density Voronoi Diagram was first presented
by Y. Zhao [20].
Spatial density Voronoi diagram perfects the theory
about Voronoi diagrams, and the range of applications of
Voronoi diagrams is extended. That makes great effort to the
Voronoi diagram research and development. In this paper,
density Voronoi Diagram is confined to network, and some
new properties and conclusions of density Voronoi Diagram
are discussed.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review briefly some notions and results related to Voronoi diagrams.
A planar ordinary distance: We consider a finite number, n, of points in the Euclidean plane, and assume that
2 < n < + . The n points are labeled by p1 , p2 ,, pn with
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}
(3)

the m-dimensional ordinary Voronoi polyhedron associated with pi, and the set V= {V ( p1 ),V ( p2 ),,V ( pn )} the mdimensional ordinary Voronoi diagram generated by P .
2.3. Network Voronoi Diagram

If pi is the nearest point from p or pi is one of the nearest
points from p, we have the relation x  xi  x  x j for

i  j , i, j  I n . In this case, p is assigned to pi. Therefore,
Definition is written mathematically as follows. In the literature, a generator point is sometimes referred to as a site, as
shown in Fig. (1).

A Network Voronoi Diagram is a special kind of Voronoi
diagram constructed on spatial networks. The decomposition
is based on the connection of the discrete objects rather than
Euclidean distance. In the Network Voronoi Diagram, the
Voronoi polygon changes to a set of road segments termed
Network Voronoi polygon, and the edges of the polygons
also shrink to some midpoints, termed border points, of the
road network connection between two objects of interest.
Besides the objects of interest (p), a Network Voronoi Diagram also includes some road network intersections (n) and
border points (b). According to the properties of a Voronoi
diagram, from border points to a pair of adjacent objects is
equidistant (e.g. dis (b7, p1 ) = dis (b7, p3 )). The blue line
segments is the Voronoi region of generator point p1 , the red
line segments is the Voronoi region of generator point p2 ,
and the green line segments is the Voronoi region of generator point p3 .
2.4. Spatial Density Voronoi Diagram

2  n < + and

xi  x j for i  j , i, j  I n . And distribution function z=f(x,

2.1. A Planar Ordinary Voronoi Diagram
Let

P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn }  R 2 , where

Let

Fig. (1). Planar ordinary voronoi viagram with 13 generator points.

P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn }  R 2 , where

2  n < + and

xi  x j for i  j , i, j  I n . We call the region given by

( ) {

V pi = x x  xi  x  x j for j  i, j  I n

}

(1)

the planar ordinary Voronoi polygon associated with pi
(or the Voronoi polygon of pi), and the set given by
V= {V ( p1 ),V ( p2 ),,V ( pn )}

(2)

y) is integrable in density space. We call the region

( )

{

(

)

(

)

V f pi =  p d f p, pi  d f p, pi , j  i, j  I n
ji

}

(4)

the spatial density Voronoi polygon associated with pi
based on density distribution function f (or the spatial density
Voronoi polygon of pi), and the set given by
Vorf= {V f ( p1 ),V f ( p2 ),,V f ( pn )}

(5)

the spatial density Voronoi diagram generated by P
based on density distribution function f (or the spatial density

the planar ordinary Voronoi diagram generated by P (or
the Voronoi diagram of P ). We call pi of V pi the gen-

p
Voronoi diagram of P ). We call i of V pi the generator

erator point or generator of the ith Voronoi polygon, and the
set P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn } the generator set of the Voronoi dia-

point or generator of the ith spatial density Voronoi polygon,
and the set P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn } the generator set of the spatial

( )

gram V (in the literature, a generator point is sometimes referred to as a site).
2.2. An Ordinary Voronoi Diagram In R
Let P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn }  R m ,

where

m

2  n < +

xi  x j for i  j , i, j  I n . We call the region

and

( )

density Voronoi diagram. We call the set given by
V ( pi ) V ( p j ) spatial density Voronoi edges. And points
z

i j

z

of intersection of the spatial density Voronoi edges are called
spatial density Voronoi vertex. Fig. (2) showed a spatial density Voronoi with 300 generators which generate randomly
based on density distribution function f=3(x+300) + 2
(y+500).
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We call Dom f ( pi , p j ) the dominance node set of pi over

p j and b f ( pi , p j ) the bisector node set between pi and p j .
We define

V f  node ( pi ) =



j  I n \ {i}

(

Dom f pi , p j

)

(8)

and let
V f (P, d f  ned , N ) = V f nn =

{V

f  node

( p1 ),,V f  node ( pn )} .

(9)

We call the set V f nn the spatial density network Voronoi

Fig. (2). Spatial density voronoi with 300 generators which generate randomly based on density distribution function f=3(x+300) + 2
(y+500).

3. SPATIAL DENSITY NETWORK VORONOI DIAGRAM
3.1. Spatial Density Network Distance

z = f (x, y)  0 is a continuous function on a plane. Consider a planar geometric graph G(N,L) consisting of a set of
nodes N = { p1 , p2 ,, pn , pn+1 ,…, pl } and a set of links
L = {l1 ,, lk } which form a connected component. Assume

that G(N,L) is a nondirected graph. On G(N,L) we define the
distance from a point p on a link in L to a node pi in N by the
spatial density distance from p to pi. We call this distance the
spatial density network distance, and denote it by
d f  net p, pi . We call a geometric graph G(N,L) with the

(

)

spatial density network distance a spatial density network,
and denote it by Nf(N,L).
3.2. Spatial Density Network Voronoi Diagram
It should contain summary of the research work performed, result interpretations and finally their conclusion.

node diagram generated by the node set P in the node density space Nf, and call the set V f  node ( pi ) the spatial density
network Voronoi node set associated with the node pi.
Property 1 In the Network Voronoi Diagram with density
function, the Voronoi polygon changes to a set of road segments termed Network Voronoi polygon, and the edges of
the polygons also shrink to some midpoints, termed border
points, of the road network connection between two objects
of interest.
Property 2 Geometrically, spatial density network distance between pi and p j is considered function f is defined
integral over [ pi , p j ] on network.
Property 3 As a result that continuous functions’s definite integral over [a,b] exists, spatial density network distance is exists if functions f is continuous.
Property 4 If functions f is integrable on [a,b], then its
mean value on [a,b] exists. So spatial density network Voronoi diagram exists when functions f is integrable.
5. DISCRETE CONSTRUCTION OF VORONOI DIAGRAM
5.1. Discrete Distance

4.1. Results and Discussion

For each pixel p(x, y) on the screen, where 0  x < k ,
0  y < l , x, yN, and k and l are the maximum value of
abscissa and ordinate respectively. The distance between two
pixels p1 (x1 , y1 ) and p2 (x2 , y2 ) are defined by

Consider that a space S is given by the node set N, called
a node space of a spatial density network Nf(N,L).

d( p1 , p2 ) = (x1  x2 )2 + ( y1  y2 )2

4. CONCLUSION

Let

5.2. Discrete Voronoi Diagram

Dom f ( pi , p j ) =
 p p  N;

k
k
,i  j

 d f  net p, pi  d f  net p, pi 

(

b f ( pi , p j ) =

{p

k

(10)

)

(

(

(6)

)

)

(

)}

pk  N; d f  net p, pi = d f  net p, pi .

(7)

Let P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn } , pi is the pixel on the screen,

i  I n . We call the region
Vn ( pi ) =


d( p, pi ) < d( p, p j )
i j
p

 d( p, pi ) = d( p, p j ) < d( p, pk ) i < j, i, j  k 

(11)
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the discrete Voronoi polygon associated with pi, and the
set given by V= {Vn ( p1 ),Vn ( p2 ),,Vn ( pn )} the discrete
Voronoi diagram generated by P , and the set
P = { p1 , p2 ,, pn } the generator set of the discrete Voronoi
diagram.
Discrete Voronoi Diagram Now we take 3 generator
points as the example, and construct Voronoi diagram using
discrete algorithm. First, we assign different colors for different generators, as shown in Fig. (3a).

Fig. (3d). Construction of the voronoi edges.

Fig. (3a). The spatial density distance based on density distribution
function in space.

Fig. (3e). Judging before painting.

Fig. (3b). Stop painting when all pixels on the screen are painted.

Fig. (3f). Voronoi diagram constructed with discrete algorithm.

Fig. (3c). Expanding centered on respective generators.

Then expand centered on respective generators. In this
process, every pixel we consider should be painted with the
right color that is concordant with that of its generator, as
shown in Fig. (3b). Before paint every pixel, the color of the
pixel should be judged. Only those pixels with white color
are be painted. And if the pixel which is going to be painted
is already a color one, proceed to next step, as shown in Fig.
(3c). The procedure end when all points on screen are
marked color, as shown in Fig. (3d). When all points on
screen are marked color, the regions with different color
form the Voronoi edges. To make the region boundaries
visible, we do progressive scanning on full screen. Each time
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we record the color value of current pixel, and compare to
the previous one. When two adjacent pixels are different
color, one of them is marked by black color (such as the first
one is turned to black). The black pixels construct the Voronoi edges, as shown in Fig. (3e). Do the second progressive
scanning full screen. This time, we retain those black pixels,
and turn other pixels to white color. Now we get the Voronoi
diagram, as shown in Fig. (3f). Figs. (3a-f) gave a production
process of Voronoi diagram with 3 generators, and the main
technical steps of construction of Voronoi diagram are described in detail as following:
5.3. Discrete Network Voronoi Diagram

Fig. (4c). Continue drawing circles.

Fig. (4a) shows a network with 3 generator points on it in
space. Firstly, different colors were assigned for different
generator points, and black color for road segments. As
shown in Fig. (4b), blue color was assigned for generator
point p1 , red color was assigned for generator point p2 , and
green color was assigned for generator point p3 . Then take
generator points as the centre and draw circles. Unlike the
discrete algorithm of planar ordinary Voronoi diagram, we
only need to consider four points around generator point: the
upper one, the lower one, the left one and the right one, and
only need to consider those points on road segments. That is
to say, we only assign color for a point with black color. This
will greatly improve the efficiency of construction. The procedure end when all points with black color on screen are
marked color. And the Network Voronoi diagram was got
[22].

Fig. (4d). Network voronoi diagram.

Give n generator points on the screen, and expand centered on respective generators. In the process of painting, if
there still white pixel, painted it with the right color, otherwise delete this generator point from treating list. Figs. (5c
and 5d) shows the judge processing, where the point p would
be deleted.

Fig. (4a). 3 Generator points on network in space.
Fig. (5a). Draw circles with spatial density distance as radius.

Fig. (4b). Different colors were assigned for different generator
points.

Fig. (5b). Spatial density network voronoi diagram.

Spatial Density Network Voronoi Diagram
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6. CONSTRUCTION OF DENSITY NETWORK VORONOI DIAGRAM
According to the discrete method, scan the screen. And
operation performed on each pixel point in a way that compute the spatial density network distance between the pixel
and each generator point denoted by d f ( p1 , p2 ) on network.
Then judge the pixel belongs to which density network Voronoi polygon. The spatial density network Voronoi diagram
is got when scanning is over.
Particular way is: First, we assign different colors ci for
each generator pi. Then scan the screen, deal with those pixel
points qi, which still not be painted. If it belongs to the density network Voronoi polygon associated with pi, mark the
pixel with the color of pi. When all points on screen are
marked color, the regions with different color form the spatial density network Voronoi edges. Then we can get the
spatial density network Voronoi diagram.
We still take Fig. (5) for example. There are a network
with 3 generator points on it in space shown in Fig. (5a).
Firstly, different colors were assigned for different generator
points, and black color for road segments as shown in Fig.
(5b). Suppose there is function f(x, y)=x+y on the plane.
Then take generator points as the centre and draw circles
with spatial density distance as radius Fig. (5a). The procedure end when all points with black color on screen are
marked color. Finally, the spatial density network Voronoi
diagram was got.
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